While the nuclear spin statistics of spherically symmetric tetrahedral," 2 octahedral 3 ' 4 and several other molecules of lower symmetry 5 ' 6 are now quite well studied, this is not the case with molecules with very high symmetry such as cubane and the icosahedral borohydride ions (B 12H12 2 ). The recent revival of interest in nuclear spin statistics, 7° the fact that these two cases are still not solved in the literature and our recent experimental interest in the vibrational spectra of cubaneU motivated us to investigate the nuclear spin statistics of these two structures.
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For both these molecules the derivation of the symmetry of the spin function is difficult using just elementary methods' since the number of hydrogen spin functions for C 2H8 is 256, and for C 2D8 is 6,561 with correspondingly higher numbers for the icosahedral molecules. Once the symmetry species are given, the spin statistics of the individual rovibronic levels can be determined straightforwardly and complete tables constructed if necessary. 1 ' 5 In this note we determine the specie's of the spin functions and briefly compare the results to the available experimental evidence. We use the general technique developed 7 , by Bala'sübramanian for the riucl;ear spin statist-tcs 'and the sub sequent computational techniques 910 for this problem. The readers are refer.red to :af. 7 for tbe methodo1cg.y. As .Hougen 12 poi'nted out9 in general it e''ary t -ituI"at. 'the p :'±fit :goIUp rather than just the rotational subgroups. However, when the symmetry a group is just a direct product of/rotational subgroup and the inversion group, the statistical weights are unaffected by the inversion operation.
The two molecules we consider belong to this case so that it is sufficient to find the nuclear spin statistical weights in 0 and I groups, respectively.
The nuclear spin species thus obtained for C 8H8 and C8D8 are shown in Tables I and II, respectively. We report here not only the total spin statistical weights but also the individual spin species which are useful in studying the hyperfine structure of the spectra. For the icosahedral -2 the results borohydride B 12H12
proton and deuterium species,/are shown in Tables   11  III and For B12H12 2 few vibrational spectra exist 14 ' 15 and these are, of course, in condensed phase. However, the gasphase vibrational spectrum of cubane has recently been taken with a resolution sufficient to resolve the major rotational bands ("3-structure"). 11 It is easy to find the statistical weights of a given rotational band using the symmetry species for the rotational wavefunctions given by Gaibraith 4 and in many other n . 
